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In this paper, we establish BochnerWeil type theorems and integral formulas of
Le vyKhinchin type in the setting of locally compact commutative semigroups with
involution. These results are used to prove some new holomorphic extension results.
For a conelike involution semigroup S in a finite dimensional real space V, we
establish integral characterizations for continuous positive definite and definitizable
functions on S. In particular, we obtain holomorphic and CauchyRiemann extensions
of these functions by means of an integral representation. We prove that if z0 is a point
in the complexified vector space W :=V+iV and if a function is defined on z0+S
then either positive definiteness or definitizability of f extends holomorphy from a
domain 0 containing z0 to a tube domain in W containing the sum of 0 and the
convex cone spanned by S. We also obtain the holomorphic extension as a generalized
FourierLaplace transform of some measure or a Le vyKhinchin type integral
representation.  1998 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
An outstanding problem in harmonic analysis on semigroups is to know
whether the classical BochnerWeil theorem has a generalization from the
group setting to the context of locally compact semigroups with involution.
Namely, given a locally compact commutative semigroup S with involution V
and identity e and a positive definite function . on S, is it true that the
function . is continuous at the identity e if and only if it is the generalized
FourierLaplace transform of a non-negative Radon measure on the space
of F=F(S) of all those semicharacters on S which are continuous at e?
This problem was raised in [BCR] and [Be1]. Recently, two partial solutions
to this problem have been obtained in [Re] and [Yo1]. In his work [Re],
Ressel introduced an interesting class of semigroups called conelike and solved
the above problem for bounded positive definite functions on these semigroups.
In [Yo1], the author considered the most general setting and introduced
an admissibility assumption on the semigroup S which implies that the
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above problem is solvable for exponentially bounded positive definite
functions. We begin this work by showing that many V-subsemigroups of a
locally compact group are admissible in the sense of [Yo1] and, in particular,
we obtain the result of [Re] as consequence of [Yo1] combined with Proposi-
tion 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 below. See Theorem A below.
Relative to functions on S, the notion of being definitizable (i.e., positive
definite under the action of certain positive translation operators) was intro-
duced to unify the notions of positive and conditionally positive definiteness
under the same theory. See [Sa, BS] and the references therein.
When considering continuous definitizable functions n S, they have been
studied when S is either a locally compact abelian group or a discrete
commutative semigroup. See [Sa, BS, Th, MY]. However, for general
locally compact commutative semigroups, to the best of our knowledge, no
results regarding these functions are available. We mention that in the
case of locally compact abelian groups, the study of these functions relies
heavily on the properties of the FourierPlancherel transform. In this paper,
we shall develop the theory of generalized FourierLaplace transforms on
conelike involution semigroups introduced by [Re]. Then we use these
results to initiate the study of continuous definitizable functions on these
semigroups, and in particular on convex cones with involution.
The main part of the present work deals with harmonic analysis on
conelike involution semigroups and holomorphic function theory on certain
tube domains. To each conelike involution semigroup S in a finite dimen-
sional real space V, we associate a tube T(S) with base the projection of
S onto some subspace of the complexified vector space W=V+iV. As
pointed out in [Re], the class of conelike semigroups contains strictly all
the convex cones pointed at 0. Therefore, the class of tubes T(S) contains
all the cone tubes. The latter are of interest in complex analysis and many
objects over cone tubes, such as the Cauchy kernel and FBI just to mention
a few, are generalized FourierLaplace transformers of measures over the dual
cone. See [FK] and [SV]. It should be also noted that if S is a convex
cone with the identical involution, then its dual cone can be identified with
the subset of all bounded elements of the set F of all continuous semicharacters
on S.
We will prove that if z0 # W and if a function is defined on z0+S, the
positive definiteness (or definitizability) extends holomorphy from a domain 0
containing z0 to a tube domain in W with base containing 0 and the convex
hull of S. Furthermore, we establish an integral representation for holo-
morphic extension. See Theorems B and F for complete statements.
After establishing several results about Le vy measures in Section 4 and
convolution semigroups in Section 5, we shall give, in Section 6, necessary
and sufficient conditions for the continuity and exponential boundedness of
certain integral transforms related to generalized FourierLaplace transforms
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and continuous definitizable functions. See Theorem 6.4. We shall also
prove a solvability criterion for the continuous moment problem on S.
These results are used to obtain the following.
(1) We characterize convolution semigroups of measures on F
having moments of any order by means of a Le vyKhinchin formula. See
Theorem C.
(2) We give a complete integral description of a large class of conti-
nuous definitizable functions on S and establish a necessary and sufficient
criteria for these functions to be exponentially bounded. See Theorems D
and E.
(3) The integral representations obtained in (1) and (2) provide
CauchyRiemann extensions of the relevant functions on S
Finally, we use Theorems B and E to obtain a more general form of
Theorem B. Namely, if positive definiteness in Theorem B is replaced by
certain definitizability conditions, then the same conclusion as in Theorem B
holds and the holomorphic extension is given in terms of an integral formula.
See Theorem F.
1. NOTATION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS
Let (S, +, e, V) be a commutative semigroup with identity e and involu-
tion V, which is such that (s+t)*=s*+t* and (s*)*=s. We suppose that
S is topological; that is, S is equipped with a topology that makes continuous
the map (s, t)  s+t*. Fix an absolute value # on S. This is a function #: S 
[0, +[ which is continuous at e and satisfies #(e)=1 and #(s+t*)#(s) #(t).
A function .: S  C is said to be #-bounded (or bounded with respect to #) if
there is a positive constant C such that |.(s)|C#(s) for all s # S. A complex
function on S is said to be exponentially bounded if it is bounded with respect
to some absolute value.
A semicharacter on S is any nonzero function *: S  C that satisfies
*(s+t*)=*(s) *(t) for all s, t # S. We denote by S* the set of all semi-
characters on S and by S*# the set of all #-bounded semicharacters on S.
We equip S* with the pointwise convergence topology, which is completely
regular and induces a compact topology on S*#=[* # S*: |*|#].
Let + be a non-negative Radon measure on S*; the generalized Fourier
Laplace transform of + whenever it is defined, is given in [BCR] by
(L+)(s) :=|
S*
*(s) d+(*), s # S. (1.1)
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These functions are referred to as moment functions on S. It is not hard
to see that any moment function .(s) :=(L+)(s) is positive definite; that is,
:
i, j
cic j.(s i+sj*)0
for all finite families (si)S and (ci) in C. By the CauchySchwarz inequality,
for s, t # S, we have
|.(s+t)&.(t)|=- .(t+t*) - .(e)&2Re .(s)+.(s+s*). (1.2)
The class P(S) of all positive definite functions on S is in general larger
than the class of all generalized FourierLaplace transforms of non-negative
Radon measures on S*. See [BCR]. However, it is known [BM] that a
function . is in the class P#(S) of all #-bounded positive definite functions on
S if and only if . is a generalized FourierLaplace transform of a unique
non-negative Radon measure on S*# . Moreover, . satisfies
|.(s)|.(0) #(s), s # S. (1.3)
Our first main result is the following
Theorem A. Let (G, +, e) be a locally compact abelian group and let
(S, +, e) be a subsemigroup of (G, +, e) endowed with a continuous
involution *. Assume that e # Int(S) and e has a countable basis of neighbor-
hoods in S. Let # be a locally bounded absolute value on S and denote by 1
the completely regular topological space of all #-bounded semicharacters on
(S, +, e, V) which are continuous at e. If .: S  C is a #-bounded positive
definite function then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) . is continuous at e.
(2) The restriction of . to [e] _ Int(S) is continuous at e.
(3) . is continuous on [e] _ Int(S).
(4) . is continuous on S.
(5) There is non-negative Radon measure + on 1 such that
.(s)=|
1
*(s) d+(*), s # S.
We note that Theorem A can be applied to describe completely monotonic
continuous functions on abelian semigroups in locally compact abelian
groups. See Section 7 below.
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To state our second result, consider a finite dimensional real vector space
V furnished with a linear involution V and set
V1 :=[v # V: v*=v] and V2 :=[v # V: v*=&v].
If we consider the complexified vector space W :=V+iV and Wj :=
Vj+iVj , j=1, 2, then we have
V=V1 V2 and W=W1 W2 .
On V we choose an inner product ( } , } ) with respect to which the
subspaces V1 and V2 are orthogonal. We extend this inner product in the
usual way to a hermitian scalar product on W and denote by | } | the
associated norm.
Let S be a subset of V which is stable under addition and involution and
contains 0. Then (S, +, V , 0) is a commutative involution semigroup with
identity e=0, we shall say that (S, +, V , 0) is a conelike semigroup in
(V, +, V , 0) if for each x # S, there is a non-negative real number t0(x)0
such that
tt0(x) O tx # S.
We let F :=V1+iV2 , and if # is a nowhere vanishing absolute value on S,
we set
F# :=[‘ # F: (x, Re ‘)log #(x) for all x # S].
Whenever conelike semigroups are considered, we will use the notations
Sj :=[x # S: x*+(&1) j x=0], j=1, 2.
If S has nonempty interior, the exponential mapping exp : ‘ [ e( } , ‘) is
a continuous proper bijection from F onto the space of all continuous semi-
characters on S. Moreover, exp(F#) is exactly the space of all #-bounded
continuous semicharacters on S. This fact is proved in Lemma 3.3 below.
We note that in the particular case where S is a convex cone and ##1,
then F# is just the dual cone.
Theorem B. Assume that 0 # Int(S) and let D be an open connected
subset of V1  iV2 and (a, b) # V1_V2 with z0 :=a+ib # D. Suppose that
0 is an open neighborhood of z0 in W that contains D and let f be a function
defined on 0 _ (z0+S) that satisfies the following
(1) f is holomorphic on 0.
(2) The function f ( } +z0): S  C is positive definite and #-bounded.
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Then there is a non-negative Radon measure + on F# such that the function
F(z)=|
F#
e(z, ‘) d+(‘), z # T, (1.4)
defines a continuous extension of f to the tube
T(D, S) :=ch(D)+co(S1)+iV1 V2 ,
where co(S1) is the convex cone in V1 spanned by S1 and ch(D) is the
convex hull of D, and F is holomorphic on the interior of T(D, S).
Theorem B extends the result of [GL] which was established in the
particular case, S=V, x*=&x and ##1, using the classical Fourier
transform.
Let us introduce the increasing sequence L}(F), }=1, 2, ..., of convex
cones of non-negative Radon measures + on F"[0] as follows: + is in L}(F)
if for all x # S
|
[‘ # F: |‘|1]
eRe(x, ‘) d+(‘)< (1.5)
|
[‘ # F: 0<|‘|1]
|‘| 2} d+(‘)<. (1.6)
The element of L}(F) will be called Le vy measures.
If }=0, we denote by L0(F) the convex cone of all non-negative Radon
measures on F having moments of all orders, that is, + # L0(F) if for each
x # S, the function e(x, } ) is +-integrable. The generalized FourierLaplace
transform of a measure + # L0(F) is defined by
(L+)(x) :=|
F
e(x, ‘) d+(‘), x # S.
We obtain the following result which provides the generalization of
several recent and classical results about the Le vyKhinchin formula. See
[B2, Co, BV].
Theorem C. Assume that 0 # Int(S) and let : S  C be a hermitian
function in the sense that (x*)=(x), for all x # S. Assume that  is
locally bounded on S. Then the following are equivalent
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(1) For each t0, there is an element +t of L0(F) such that L+t=et.
(2) The function  admits a Le vyKhinchin decomposition
(x)=(0)+(x, a) +|(x)+|
F"[0] _e(x, ‘)&1&
(x, ‘)
1+|‘|2& d+(‘) (1.7)
where + # L1(S) is a Le vy measure, a is an element of F and | is a quadratic
form on V that satisfies for each t0,
et|=L_t , for some _t # L0(F). (1.8)
In addition, the triple (a, |, +) is uniquely determined by  and satisfies the
relation
Re a=&|
F"[0]
Re ‘
|‘| 2
1+|‘|2
d+(‘).
If (1) or (2) holds, then  must be continuous on S and has a unique
continuous CauchyRiemann extension to the interior in W1 V2 of the
tube T(S) :=co(S1)+iV1 V2 ; that is, the partial function ( } + y) is
holomorphic on the tube domain Int(co(S1))+iV1 in W1 for all y # V2 .
For complete definitions and properties of CauchyRiemann functions
(CR-function) we refer the reader to Boggess [Bo].
Remark 1.1 When S is furnished with the identical involution and
Int(S) is a convex cone, the assertions of Theorem C are equivalent to the
following
:
n
j, k=1
cjck f (xj+xk)0, as long as n # N, xj # S, cj # C and :
n
j=1
cj=0.
That is, f is conditionally positive definite. This remark will be proved later
in Section 7.
It should be noted that the measures +t and _t in the latter theorem are
uniquely determined. Moreover, the mappings t [ +t and t [ _t are
convolution semigroups (see Section 5 for the definitions). This fact follows
from Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 5.2 below.
In order to state our next result we shall need some additional notations.
Let A(S) be the complex vector space spanned by the shift operators
Ex : CS  CS, x # S defined for each function . # CS by (Ex.)( y) :=.(x+ y).
See Section 2. Then the space A(S) can be identified with the direct sum C(S).
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It has the structure of a commutative V -algebra with identity under addition
and the Cauchy product, where the involution is given by
\: cs Es+*=: c sEs*
and the identity is I=E0 .
In addition, each member T of the algebra A(S) induces a function
T : F  C defined by
T (‘) :=(Te( } , ‘))(0)=:
s
cse(s, ‘), if T=:
s
csEs .
For each }0, let
G}(S) :=[(Ex&I )} (Ex*&I )}: x # S]
with the understanding that G0(S)=[I]. We denote by J}(S) the ideal of
A(S) spanned by G}(S).
A function : S  C is said to be G}(S)-definitizable if for each
T # G}(S), the function T is positive definite. Then we have
Theorem D. Assume that 0 # Int(S) and let } # N. If : S  C is a
continuous hermitian function, then the following are equivalent
(1) (T)(0)0, for any T # J}(S) with T 0 on F.
(2)  admits the integral representation
(x)=(0)+|(x)+|
F"[0] _e(x, ‘)& :
2}&1
j=0
1
j ! \
(x, ‘)
1+|‘|2}+
j
& d+(‘), (1.9)
where + # L}(F) and | is a polynomial with degree at most 2} such that the
2}-homogeneous term |2} of | satisfies
T # J}(S) and T 0 on F O (T|2})(0)0. (1.10)
Moreover, the pair (+, |) is uniquely determined by  and  has a unique
continuous CauchyRiemann extension to the interior in W1 V2 of the
tube T(S).
Remark 1.2. When S is furnished with the identical involution and
Int(S) is a convex cone, the assertions of Theorem D are equivalent to the
fact f is G}(S)-definitizable. See Section 7.
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In Theorem 6.4 below we shall characterize the exponentially bounded
functions having the form (1.9). This fact will be combined with Theorem D
and the results in Section 6 to prove the following
Theorem E. Assume that 0 # Int(S) and let } # N. If : S  C is a
continuous hermitian function, the following are equivalent.
(1) The function  is G}(S)-definitizable and exponentially bounded
on S.
(2) For any T # G}(S), the function T is exponentially bounded and
positive definite on S.
(3)  admits the integral representation
(x)=(0)+|(x)+|
F"[0] _e(z, ‘)& :
2}&1
j=0
1
j ! \
(x, ‘)
1+|‘|2}+
j
& d+(‘), (1.11)
where + # L}(F) is a Le vy measure that satisfies
M(x) := sup
‘ # supp +
Re (x, ‘) < for all x # S. (1.12)
and | is a polynomial with degree at most 2} such that the 2}-homogeneous
term |2} of | satisfies
(T|2})(0)0, for all T # G}(S).
Moreover, the pair (+, |) is unique and  has a continuous CauchyRiemann
extension to the interior of the tube T(S).
Finally we use Theorem B as well as the above results to obtain following
result which is a more general formulation of Theorem B.
Theorem F. Assume that 0 # Int(S) and let D be an open connected
subset of V1  iV2 and (a, b) # V1_V2 with z0 :=a+ib # D. Suppose that
0 is an open neighborhood of z0 in W that contains D and let f be a function
defined on 0 _ (z0+S) that satisfies the following
(1) f is holomorphic on 0.
(2) The function f ( } +z0): S  C is G}(S)-definitizable and exponen-
tially bounded.
Then there is a polynomial | with degree at most 2}, whose 2}-homogeneous
part |2} is G}(S)-definitizable, and a non-negative Radon measure + on F"[0]
that satisfies
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M(x) := sup
‘ # supp +
Re (x, ‘) < for any s # S (1.13)
|
F"[0]
|‘| 2} d+(‘)<, (1.14)
such that the function
F(z)= f (z0)+|(z&z0)+|
F"[0] _e(z&z0, ‘)& :
2}&1
j=0
1
j ! \
(z&z0 , ‘)
1+|‘|2} +
j
& d+(‘)
(1.15)
defines a continuous extension of f to the tube T(D, S) which is holomorphic
on the interior of T(D, S).
2. ADMISSIBLE V -SEMIGROUPS
Fix an arbitrary commutative semigroup with involution and an absolute
value # on S. We denote by Q#(S) the convex set of all #-bounded positive
definite functions . on S which are continuous at e and satisfy .(e)=1. We
also denote by H#(S)=H#(S, +, e, V) the complex span of Q#(S). It follows
from (1.3) that if . # Q#(S) then |.(s)|#(s) for every s # S.
For a # S, the shift operator Ea : SC  SC is defined by
(Ea.)(s) :=.(s+a), s # S, . # SC.
Due to (1.1) and (1.2), the operator Ea maps H#(S) into itself.
Let V be a basis of neighborhoods V of e in S such that
sups # V #(s)<. For V # V and . # H#(S), set
&.&V :=sup
s # V
|.(s)|. (2.1)
Let H#*(S)=H#*(S, +, e, V) be the complex vector space of all linear
functionals l: H#(S)  C such that for all V # V there is some constant
CV0 satisfying
|l(.)|CV &.&V , for all . # H#(S). (2.2)
We denote by &l&V the infimum of the constants CV for a fixed V # V.
Note that although &.&V is not necessarily a norm, &l&V is actually a norm
on H#*(S). Note also that if VW are two elements of V and if l # H#*(S),
then &l&W&l&V . The topology on H#*(S) will be the topology induced
by the norms & &V ; that is, a generalized sequence [lj]/H#*(S) converges
to l # H#*(S), if for each V # V the sequence &l j&l&V converges to 0.
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A functional l # H#*(S) is said to be non-negative on V, if l(.)0 for
all . # H#(S) such that .0 on V.
Definition 2.1. We shall say that (S, +, e, V) is admissible with respect
to # (or just #-admissible), if for each V # V there exists an element l=lV
# H#*(S) which is non-negative on V such that l(1)=1 and the mapping
x [ Exl from S into H#*(S) is continuous at e, where
(Exl)(.) :=l(Ex .), . # H#(S). (2.3)
Besides the examples given in [Yo1] we have
Proposition 2.2. Let (G, +, e) be a locally compact abelian group and
let (S, +, e) be a subsemigroup of (G, +, e). Assume that e # Int(S) and
S is endowed with a continuous involution * and let # be a locally bounded
absolute value on S. Then (S, +, e, V) is #-admissible.
The proof of the latter proposition depends on the following
Lemma 2.3. Let (S, +, e, V) be as in Proposition 2.2. Let + be a finite
non-negative Radon measure on S* having moments of all orders and let
.=L+ denote its generalized FourierLaplace transform. If the function
x [ .(x+x*) is locally bounded and the restriction of . to [e] _ Int(S) is
continuous at e, then . is continuous on S.
Proof. Assume that the restriction of . to [e] _ Int(S) is continuous
at e. Let x0 # S and let U be a neighborhood of e in G such that
M := sup
x # (x0+U) & S
|.(x+x*)|<.
Fix =>0 and choose an open neighborhood U1 /U of e in G such that
x # U1 & Int(S) O .(x+x*)&2 Re .(x)+1
=2
4M
.
Let U2 be an open neighborhood of e in G such that U2=&U2 and
U2+U2 /U1 . Since e # Int(S), we have U2 & Int(S){< and thus V :=
U2 & Int(S) is a nonempty open set in G. Therefore, V&V is an open
neighborhood of e in G and we have
x0+V&V/x0+U2&U2=x0+U2+U2 /x0+U1 /x0+U
x0+V/x0+U2 & S/x0+U1 & S/x0+U & S.
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Let x, y # V with x0+x& y # S. Since we have x0+x # S and x, y # U1 &
Int(S) we see that
|.(x0+x& y)&.(x0)|
|.(x0+x& y)&.(x0+x)|+|.(x0+x)&.(x0)|
|
S*
|*(x0+x& y)&*(x0+x)| d+(*)+|
S*
|*(x0+x)&*(x0)| d+(*)
- .((x0+x)+(x0+x)*) |S* |*( y)&1|2 d+(*)
+- .(x0+x0*) |S* 1|*(x)&1|2 d+(*)
- M - .( y+ y*)&2Re .( y)+1
+- M - .(x+x*)&2Re .(x)+1
=.
This shows that . is continuous at x0 . K
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let V be the basis of neighborhoods V of
e in S such that each V is of the form V=U & S, where U is an open
relatively compact neighborhood of e in G and sups # V |#(s)|<. Let . be
a #-bounded positive definite function on S which is continuous at e. Since
# is locally bounded it follows that x [ .(x+x*) is also locally bounded
on S so that by Lemma 2.3 we see that . is continuous on S. Hence the
space H#(S) consists of continuous functions on Int(S). Let dm denote the
Haar measure of G. Since e # Int(S), it follows that for any V # V, the set
U :=V & Int(S) is a nonempty open subset of Int(S). Therefore, m(U)>0
and the linear functional
l(.) :=
1
m(U) |U .(x) dm(x), . # H#(S)
is an element of H#*(S). Moreover, for x # S and . # H#(S) we have
|(Ex l)(.)&l(.)|=
1
m(U) } |U [.(x+ y)&.( y)] dm( y) }
=
1
m(U) } |U&x .( y) dm( y)&|U .( y) dm( y)}

&.&V
m(U) |G |1U&x&1U | dm.
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Thus
&Exl&l&V
1
m(U) |G |1U&x&1U | dm,
showing that limx e &Exl&l&V=0. Hence the functional l fullfils the condi-
tions of Definition 2.1 with respect to V. Therefore, (S, +, e, V ) is #-admissible.
K
Proof of Theorem A. That (4) O (1) O (2) and (4) O (3) O (2) is obvious.
That (1) is equivalent to (5) follows from Theorem B of [Yo1]. Finally, in
view of Lemma 2.3 we see that (4) and (2) are equivalent. K
3. HOLOMORPHIC EXTENSION OF POSITIVE
DEFINITE FUNCTIONS
Consider a conelike semigroup (S, +, V , 0) of an n-dimensional real
vector space V furnished with a linear involution V set
P1x :=
x+x*
2
, P2 x :=
x&x*
2
, x # V.
We let Vj be the range of Pj , j=1, 2. Then Sj :=Pj (S), j=1, 2. We fix a
scalar product ( } , } ) on V in which V1 and V2 are orthogonal. We have
the orthogonal decomposition V=V1 V2 and, as in Section 1, we consider
the complex vector spaces
Wj=Vj+iVj , j=1, 2, and W=W1 W2 .
Throughout the rest of the paper we assume 0 # Int(S).
If S is furnished with a locally bounded absolute value #, we denote by
1 be completely regular space of all #-bounded continuous semicharacters
on S. In view of Lemma 2.3, a #-bounded semicharacter * on (S, +, V , 0)
is in 1 if and only if * is continuous at 0. Finally, if *: S  C and h: S  C
are two functions, we say that * is multiplicative and h is additive if
*(x+ y)=*(x) *( y), and h(x+ y)=h(x)+h( y),
for all x, y # S.
We denote by S> the set of all nonzero continuous multiplicative functions
on S and we equip S> with the pointwise convergence topology, under
which S> is a completely regular space. Then S$ :=S* & S> is the set of all
continuous semicharacters on S.
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Recall that A(S) is the commutative V -algebra spanned by the shift
operators (Ex.)( y) :=.(x+ y). See Sections 1 and 2. Then the linear func-
tionals on A(S) can be identified with the functions .: S  C following
the correspondence
T=: csEs  (T, .) :=: cs.(s).
Also, we put (T.)(x) :=(TEx , .) for x # S. Moreover, the mapping which
associates to each T=s csEs # A(S) the function T , is given by
T (‘) :=(Te( } , ‘))(0)=:
s
cse(s, ‘), ‘ # F,
is a one-to-one linear mapping from the V -algebra A(S) onto the complex
function V -algebra E(S) spanned by the exponential functions E x on F
given by E x=e(x, } ), x # S.
Lemma 3.1. If * # S>, then 0  *(S). In particular, every continuous semi-
character on S is nowhere vanishing and if 1{< then # is also nowhere
vanishing.
Proof. Indeed, since * is nonzero we have *(0){0. Therefore, if there
is a # S such that *(a)=0, let x # Int(S) and choose a positive integer m so
that y=x&am # Int(S). Then
(*(x))m=*(mx)=*(my+a)=0,
showing that *(x)=0, for all x # Int(S). But this is not possible since
0 # Int(S). K
Lemma 3.2. We have
Int(S)&Int(S)=V and P2(Int(S))=V2 .
Proof. Let (e1 , ..., en) # (Int(S))n denote a basis of V. If x # V, then there
are non-negative real numbers t1 , ..., tn and a partition I _ J of [1, ..., n] such
that x=i # I tiei&j # J tjej . Let m # N such that (m+tj) ej # Int(S) for all
j=1, ..., n. Thus we have
x=_:i # I (m+t i) ei+m :j # J e j&&_ :j # J (m+tj) ej+m :i # I ei&
P2x=P2 _:i # I (m+ti) ei+m :j # J ej&&P2 _:j # J (m+tj) ej+m :i # I ei& .
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Since each term in the brackets is an element of Int(S), and the range of
P2 is V2 the lemma follows. K
Lemma 3.3. For each * # S>, there is a unique vector 3(*) :=‘ # W such
that
*(x)=e(x, ‘), for all x # S.
Moreover, the exponential mapping exp : ‘ [ e( } , ‘) satisfies the following.
(1) The exponential mapping exp : W  S> is continuous, proper, and
bijective with inverse the mapping 3.
(2) The exponential mapping exp is continuous, proper, and bijective
from the vector space F onto S$, and from the convex set F# onto 1.
In particular, the compact subsets of W (resp. F) are precisely of the
form 3(K), where K runs over the compact subsets of S> (resp. S$).
Applying the preceding lemma to ##1, proves that the space of all
bounded continuous semicharacters on S is the proper continuous image
under the exponential mapping of the convex cone [‘ # F: Re(‘, x)0,
x # S], which is the dual cone of co(S).
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let * be an element of S>. Note by Lemma 3.1
that * is nowhere vanishing. For x # S, let
S(x) :=[s # [0, +[ : sx # S].
Then S(x) is a subsemigroup of ([0, +[, +, 0). Since S is assumed to
be conelike, there is r # [0, +[ such that the interval [r, +[ is
contained in S(x). Set
’x(s) :=
*((r+s) x)
*(rx)
, s # [0, +[.
Then it is easy to see that ’x is well-defined and satisfies the following
{
’x(s+t)=’x(s) ’x(t)
(3.1)
’x(s)=
*((r$+s) x)
*(r$x)
,
for all s, t, r, r$0 with [r, +[ _ [r$, +[S(x). Since * is continuous,
(3.1) shows that ’x is a continuous multiplicative function on the semigroup
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([0, +[, +, 0). Therefore there exists a unique complex number :(x)
such that
’x(s) :=es:(x), for all s # [0, +[. (3.2)
From (3.1) and (3.2) we obtain
{:(x+ y)=:(x)+:( y), (3.3):(sx)=s:(x), for all x, y # S, s # S(x).
Now choose a basis (e1 , ..., en) of the complex vector space W with e1 , ..., en # S,
and let r # [0, +[ such that [r, +[/nj=1 S(ej). Let x # S. Suppose that
I and J are two disjoint subsets of [1, ..., n] and [tj]j # I _ J are positive real
numbers such that
x= :
j # I
tje j& :
j # J
t jej . (3.4)
If m is a positive integer that satisfies mtjr for all j # I _ J, then mtjej # S
for all j # I _ J, so that by (3.3) and (3.4) we see that
m \:(x)+ :j # J tj ej +=:(mx)+ :j # J tj:(mtjej)
= :
j # I
:(mtje j)=m \ :j # I t j:(ej)+ .
This proves that :(x)= j # I t j:(ej)&j # J tj :(ej) for all x # S and thus
there is a unique vector 3(*) :=‘ # W such that
:(x)=(x, ‘) , for all x # S
and thus e(x, ‘) =*(x), for all x # S. Now that the mapping exp is a
continuous bijection from S> onto W follows easily. We shall show that
exp is proper; namely, for each compact subset K of S> the set 3(K) is a
compact subset of W. Let (’&)& # N be a sequence in 3(K). Since *& :=e( } , ‘&)
=exp(‘&) # K and exp is a bijection, there is a vector ‘ # W and a subsequence
(*&k)k of (*&)& which converges pointwisely on S to the semicharacter
*(x) :=e(x, ‘). Since by virtue of Lemma 3.2 we have S&S=V, it follows
that
lim
k  +
e(v, Re ‘&k)=e(v, Re ‘)
lim
k  +
ei(v, Im ‘&k)=e i(v, Im ‘)
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for all v # V. This implies that limk  + ‘&k=‘, and hence 3(k) is a
compact subset of W. This completes the proof of part (1) of the lemma.
To prove part (2) of the lemma it is sufficient to show that 3(S$)=F and
3(1 )=F# . Suppose that * # S$, then
e(x, ‘)=*(x)=*(x*)=e(x*, ‘ ), for all x # S.
This shows that
{e
(x, Re ‘)=e(x*, Re ‘)
e(x, Im ‘)=e&(x*, Im ‘)
, for all x # S,
and hence
{(x, Re ‘) =(x*, Re ‘)(x, Im ‘)=&(x*, Im ‘) , for all x # S.
Therefore,
(P2 x, Re ‘)=(P1 x, Im ‘) =0, for all x # S.
Since S has nonempty interior in V it follows that Sj has nonempty
interior in Vj , j=1, 2 and thus
(v2 , Re ‘) =0 for all v2 # V2 and (v1 , Im ‘)=0
for all v1 # V1 . (3.5)
showing that ‘ # F.
Now if x # S and * # 1, then
|*(x)|=e(P1x, Re ‘)#(x),
which shows that * # 1 if and only if ‘ # F# . K
Lemma 3.4. Let (+j) j # J be a net in L0(F) such that the vague limit
+=limj +j exists and let (gj)j # J be a uniformly bounded net of continuous
functions on F which converges pointwisely to some function g. Assume that
for each x # S, there is j0(x) # J such that
sup
j j0(x)
|
F
e(x+x*, ‘) d+ j (‘) :=M(x)<. (3.6)
Then + # L0(F), and g j d+j  g d+ in the weak topology associated with the
V-algebra E(S).
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Proof. First note that it is sufficient to prove the lemma when all the
functions gj are identically 1. Suppose that + j tends to + with respect to the
vague topology and (3.6) holds. This implies that +j tends to + with respect
to the weak topology; that is,
lim
j |F f (‘) d+j=|F f (‘) d+(‘)
for any bounded continuous function f in F. Also it follows from (3.6)
that + # L0(F).
Let x # S and set x1=P1 x. If x1=0, then ‘ [ e(x, ‘) is bounded on F
and hence
lim
j
(L+j)(x)=(L+)(x).
If x1 {0, let Lx be the real line spanned by x1 and set
Hx :=[‘1 # V1 : (x1 , ‘1)=0].
Let
gx(’) :=1+e2(x1 , ’) for ’ # Lx .
Let w: V2  [0, +[ be a bounded continuous weight function. Using
the orthogonal decomposition F=Lx Hx  iV2 , each ‘ # F can written
uniquely in the form ‘=’+’$+i‘2 where ’ # Lx , ’$ # Hx and ‘2 # V2 . Let
+xj , j # J, and +
x be the Radon measures on Lx defined by
|
Lx
, d+xj =|
F
,(’) gx(’) w(‘2) d+j (‘), j # J
|
Lx
, d+x=|
F
,(’) gx(’) w(‘2) d+(‘),
for all elements , of the space C0(Lx) of continuous functions on Lx which
tend to zero at infinity. Then the net [+xj ] j # J converges vaguely to +
x.
By (3.6), there is an element j0 of J such that
sup
j j0
|
Lx
gx(’) d+xj (’)=&w& sup
j j0
|
F
e(P1(x+x*), ‘) d+j (‘) :=M(x)<.
By Proposition 2.4.4 in [BCR] we see that
lim
j |Lx f (’) d+
x
j (’)=|
Lx
f (’) d+x(’),
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for all continuous functions f on Lx tending to 0 at infinity. Setting ’=ux1 ,
for ’ # Lx , u # R, yields
lim
|’|  +
e(x1 , ’)
gx(’)
= lim
|u|  +
eu |x1 |
1+e2u |x1 |
=0.
Therefore,
|
F
e(x, ‘) d+(‘)=|
Lx
e(x1 , ’)
gx(’)
d+x(’)
=lim
j |Lx
e(x1 , ’)
gx(’)
d+xj (’)=lim
j |F e
(x1 , ‘1)w(‘2) d+ j (‘)
for all x # S. Replacing the weight function w by the functions 1,
1&cos((x2 , ‘2) ) and 1&sin((x2 , ‘2) ) yields
|
F
e(x, ‘) d+(‘)=lim
j |F e
(x, ‘) d+j (‘), for all x # S.
This completes the proof. K
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that (S, +, 0, V) be a conelike semigroup in V.
(i) Let + be a non-negative Radon measure on F such that
|
F
|e(x, ‘) | d+(‘)<, for all x # Int(S),
and set
(x) :=|
F
e(x, ‘) d+(‘), x # Int(S).
Then the following are equivalent
(1) + # L0(F) and the function
0(x) :=|
F
e(x, ‘) d+(‘), x # S,
is a continuous extension of  to S.
(2) The function  is locally bounded near the points of S, in the
sense that, for each x0 # S there is a neighborhood U(x0) in V such that
sup
x # U(x0) & Int(S)
|(x)|<.
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Moreover, if + # L0(F), then the function
0(z) :=|
F
e(z, ‘) d+(‘),
is a continuous CauchyRiemann function on the tube Int(co(S1))+iV1+V2 .
(ii) If # is a locally bounded absolute value on S and .: S  C is a
#-bounded positive definite function, then the following are equivalent.
(1) . is continuous 0.
(2) The restriction of  to [0] _ Int(S) is continuous at 0.
(3) . is continuous on S.
(4) There is a non-negative finite Radon measure + on F# such that
.(x)=|
F#
e(x, ‘) d+(‘), x # S.
Proof. First we prove the assertions in part (i) of the theorem. Note
that (1) implies (2) is obvious. So it is sufficient to prove that (2) O (1). So
assume that (2) holds. Since 0 # Int(S), in view of Fatou’s lemma, we see
that + # L0(F) and 0 is locally bounded on S. Let us show that 0 is
continuous on S. Let x, s0 # S and choose U an open neighborhood of s0
in V so that
sup
s # U & Int(S)
0(s+s*)<.
This fact, combined with Fatou’s lemma and the fact that 0 # Int(S),
implies that
sup
s # U & S
0(s+s*)<.
Define the measures on F
d+s(‘) :=eRe(s, ‘) d+(‘), s # U & S.
Then we have lims  s0 +s=+s0 in the vague topology, and
sup
s # U & S
|
F
e(x+x*, ‘) d+(‘)- +(F) - (2x+2x*) - 0(s+s*)<.
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Applying Lemma 3.4 to the above measures (+s)s # U and to the net of
functions gs(‘) :=ei Im(s, ‘), as s approaches s0 in S, we see that
lim
s  s0
ei Im(s, ‘) d+s(‘)=ei Im(s0 , ‘) d+s0(‘)
in the weak topology associated with the V -algebra E(S). In particular, we
have
lim
s  s0
0(s)= lim
s  s0
|
F
e i Im(s, ‘) d+s(‘)=|
F
ei Im(s0 , ‘) d+s0(‘)=0(s0).
This shows that 0 is continuous on S and hence (1) holds.
Next denote by 0+ the set of all z # V iV1 such that
|
F
|e(z, ‘) | d+(‘)<.
Then from the hypothesis + # L0(F) we see that 0+ contains S. Since S is
conelike, it follows that if x # S and t0, then there is some positive
integer mt such that mx # S, and thus |e(tx, ‘) |1+|e(mx, ‘) | for all ‘ # F.
This shows that tx # 0+ and therefore tx1 # 0+ for all x1 # S1 and t0.
Since 0+ is convex and contains also iV1 V2 we see that 0+ contains
co(S1)+iV1 V2 . Also it follows from Lebesgue’s theorem and Morera’s
theorem that 0 is a continuous CauchyRiemann function on the interior
of 0+ in V iV1 and thus on Int(co(S1))+iV1 V2 . This completes the
proof of part (i) of the theorem.
To prove assertion (ii) of the theorem, observe that from Theorem A it
follows that if .: S  C is a #-bounded positive definite function, then . is
continuous at 0 if and only if . has an integral representation of the form
.(x)=|
1
*(x) d*(*), x # S. (3.7)
Let + denote the image measure of * under the mapping 3 in Lemma 3.3.
Then by virtue of Lemma 3.3 we see that + is a Radon measure on F# that
satisfies .=L+. Therefore the equivalence between assertions (1) and (4)
of the theorem is a consequence of Theorem A and (3.7). The rest of the
proof is thus a direct consequence of Theorem A. K
Lemma 3.6. For any open neighborhood 0 of 0 in W the set
V2 :=P2(0 & Int(S))
is an open neighborhood of 0 in V2 .
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Proof. Choose r>0 sufficiently small so that the open ball rB centered
at 0 with radius r satisfies
rB+rB*0.
Since Int(S)+Int(S)/Int(S) it follows that
P2[(rB) & Int(S)+(rB*) & Int(S)]P2[(rB+rB*) & Int(S)]
P2(0 & Int(S)).
Since 0 # Int(S) we see that rB & Int(S){<. Now if x # rB & Int(S) then
s* # rB* & Int(S) and thus
0=P2x+P2x*=P2(x+x*) # P2(0 & Int(S))=V2 . K
Lemma 3.7. Let + # L0(F) and suppose that the function
(x) :=|
F
e(x, ‘) d+(‘), x # S,
has a holomorphic extension denoted again by  to some neighborhood of 0
in W. There are a nonempty open subset V1 of Int(S1) and an open neighborhood
V2 of 0 In V2 such that
(z1+ y)=|
F
e(z1 , Re ‘)&i( y, Im ‘) d+(‘), (3.8)
for all z # sV1+itV1 , y # V2 and s, t # [0, 1[.
Proof. For j=1, 2, let rBj be the open ball in Wj , centered at 0 with
radius r such that the function  is holomorphic on 0 :=rB1+rB2 /W.
Due to Lemma 3.4, the function
.(z1+ y) :=|
F
e(z1 , Re ‘) &i( y, Im ‘) d+(‘), z1 # W1 , y # V2
is well-defined and continuous on Int(co(S1))+iV1 V2 . Furthermore,
for each y # V2 , the partial function .(z1+ y) is holomorphic in z1 on the
tube domain Int((co(S1))+iV1 .
By Lemma 3.6 the set V2 :=P2(0 & Int(S)) is an open neighborhood of
0 in V2 . Now for each fixed y # V2 , the functions .( } + y) and ( } + y)
are holomorphic on the domain 0 & (Int(S1)+iV1) and coincide on the
set
Ay :=[x1 # P1(0 & Int(S)): x1+ y # Int(S)].
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Since 0 # Int(S) it follows that Ay contains some nonempty open subset
of P1(0 & Int(S)), which is in turn open in P1(0 & (Int(S1)+iV1). This
shows that Ay is a uniqueness set for holomorphic functions on P1(0) &
(Int((co(S1))+iV1). Therefore,
.(z1+ y)=(z1+ y), for all z1 # P1(0) & (Int(co(S1))+iV1),
and y # V2 .
Choose a nonempty open subset V1 of V1 so that V1 /0 & Int(co(S1)).
Then we have that V2 is a convex open neighborhood of 0 in V2 and, for
s, t # ]0, 1[ we have sV1+itV1 /rB1 & Int(co(S1)+iV1) and hence
sV1+itV1+V2 /(rB1+rB2) & (Int(co(S1)+iV1 V2))
=0 & (Int(co(S1)+iV1)).
Thus (3.8) holds for V1 and V2 . K
Lemma 3.8. Let + be a non-negative finite Radon measure on F# such
that the function
(x) :=|
F#
e(x, ‘) d+(‘), x # S,
has a holomorphic extension denoted again by  to some neighborhood of 0
in W. Then
|
F#
|‘|m d+(‘)<, for all m # N.
Proof. Let Vj , j=1, 2 be the open sets that satisfy Lemma 3.7. Thus V2
is a neighborhood of 0 in V2 and (3.8) holds for V1 and V2 . Fix x # V1 and
set u(t) :=(tx). Then u is defined and analytic in some small neighbor-
hood ]&=, =[, 0<=<1, of t=0. Moreover, by (3.8) we gave
u(t)=|
F#
et(x, Re ‘) d+(‘), 0t<=.
Since for ‘ # F# , we have (x, Re ‘)&log #(x)0, it follows that
(#(x))&t et((x, Re ‘) )&1&t((x, Re ‘) &log #(x))0 for all t # [0, 1[,
and from Fatou’s lemma
|
F#
(log #(x)&(x, Re ‘) ) d+(‘)<, for all x # S.
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Now set
v(t) :=
u(t)&(#(x))t [(1&t log #(x)) u(0)+tu$(0)]
(#(x))t
, &=<t<=.
where u$ is the first derivative of u. Then v is analytic in ]&=, =[, and a
little computing shows that v(0)=v$(0)=0. Thus by Fatou’s lemma we
obtain
v"(0)= lim
t  0
v(t)
2t2
= lim
t  0 |F#
(#(x))&t et((x, Re ‘) )&1&t((x, Re ‘)&log #(x))
2t2
d+(‘)
|
F#
lim inf
t  0
(#(x))&t et((x, Re ‘) )&1&t((x, Re ‘)&log #(x))
2t2
d+(‘)
=|
F#
((x, Re ‘)&log #(x))2 d+(‘).
Since + is bounded it follows that
|
F#
((x, Re ‘) )2 d+(‘)<.
Since the real span of V1 is V1 , it follows that
|
F#
|Re ‘| 2 d+(‘)<.
This, combined with the fact that + is bounded, implies that the first and
second moments of + exist. Now we use the same argument to prove by
induction that
|
F#
|Re !|m d+(‘)<, for all m # N. (3.9)
Now since by (3.8),
( y)=|
F#
e&i( y, Im ‘) d+(‘), y # V2 ,
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and  is real analytic in the neighborhood V2 of 0 in V2 , it follows from
the classical theory of Fourier transforms of bounded non-negative measures
that
|
F#
|Im ‘|m d+(‘)<, for all m # N. (3.10)
The lemma now follows from (3.9) and (3.10). K
Proof of Theorem B. We shall proceed in two steps. First, we assume
that 0 and D are balls centered at a+ib with the same radius. By Theorem
A there is a non-negative finite measure * on F# such that
f (x+a+ib)=|
F#
e(x, ‘) d*(‘), x # S. (3.11)
Let h=h1+ih2 with h1 # V1 , h2 # V2 such that h+a+ib # D. Then there
is =>0 and an open subset U of 0 such that U /0 and
a+ib+wh # U for |w|<1+=. (3.12)
This shows that the function
(w) :=f (wh+a+ib), |w|<1+=
is holomorphic on the disc centered at 0 with radius 1+= and thus has a
power series expansion
(w)= :

m=0
cmwm, |w|<1+=.
In particular, we have
cm=
1
m !
d m
dwm
(w) |w=0 , and :

m=0
|cm |<. (3.13)
By virtue of Lemma 3.7 there is a nonempty open subset V1 of Int(S1) and
an open ball V2 centered at 0 in V2 such that
f (x1+ y+a+ib)=|
F#
e(z1 , Re ‘) &i( y, Im ‘) d*(‘),
for all z1 # sV1+itV1 , y # V2 ,
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for all s, t # [0, 1[. Since by Lemma 3.8 * has moments of all orders, this
implies that for all non-negative integers m,
d m
dtm
f (tz1+ty+a+ib) |t=0=|
F#
((z1 , Re ‘)&i( y, Im ‘) )m d*(‘),
for all z1 # V1+iV1 , y # V2 , from this and the uniqueness property of
holomorphic functions it follows that
d m
dtm
f (tz+a+ib) |t=0=|
F#
((P1z, Re ‘)&i(P2z, Im ‘) )m d*(‘), (3.14)
for all z # W and m # N. Combining (3.13) and (3.14), yields
cm=
1
m ! |F# ((h1 , Re ‘)+(h2 , Im ‘) )
m d*(‘)
for all m # N, and thus
:

m=0
1
m ! } |F# ((h1 , Re ‘)+(h2 , Im ‘) )
m d*(‘) } :

m=0
|cm |<.
Therefore,
:

m=0
1
(2m)! |F# ((h1 , Re ‘) +(h2 , Im ‘) )
2m d*(‘) :

m=0
|cm |<.
This implies that
{|F#
cosh((h1 , Re ‘)+(h2 , Im ‘) ) d*(‘)<
(3.15)
|
F#
e((h1, Re ‘)+(h2, Im !) ) d*(‘)<.
Setting d+(‘) :=e&(a, Re ‘)&(b, Im ‘) d*(‘)=e&(z0, ‘) d*(‘), we see that
|
F#
e(P1v, Re ‘)+(P2v, Im ‘) d+(‘)<, for all v # D.
This shows that for all z # T=D+co(S1)+iV1 V2 , we have
|
F#
|e(P1 z, Re ‘)&i(P2z, Im ‘) | d+(‘)<.
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By Morera’s theorem, the function
F(z) :=|
F#
e(P1z, Re ‘) &i(P2z, Im ‘) d+(‘), z # T,
is holomorphic in Int(T) and satisfies
F(x+a+ib)=|
F#
e(P1 x+a, Re ‘)&i(P2x+ib, Im ‘) d+(‘)
=|
F#
e(P1 x, Re ‘)&i(P2x, Im ‘) d*(‘)
= f (x+a+ib), for all x # S.
This proves Theorem B in the particular case where 0 and D are balls
centered at a with the same radius.
To prove the general case we proceed as in [GL] by considering the set
G consisting of all z # D such that there is a holomorphic function F on an
open tube D +co(S1)+iV1 V2 , where D is an open connected subset
of iV1 V2 containing a+ib and z, such that F= f on S+a+ib and
F( } +v) is positive definite and #-bounded for all v # D . Then G is non-
empty closed and open subset of D. Since D is connected, it follows that
G=D. To complete the proof we make use of the Bochner tube theorem,
see Theorem 2.10 in [Ho]. K
4. ANALYZING LE VY MEASURES
As in the previous section we shall let (S, +, V , 0) be a conelike
semigroup in V and use the same notations as before. If }1 and + # L}(F),
then from (1.5) and (1.6) it follows that
|
F"[0]
|e(x, ‘) &e( y, ‘) | 2} d+(‘)<, for all x, y # S. (4.1)
In particular, the function T is +-integrable for all T # G}(S). On the other
hand, any T # J}(S) is a finite product of the form
T= ‘
2}
j=1
T j , where Tj # A(S) and T j (0)=0.
Since each T j can written in the form
T j=: csj E sj=: csj[E s&1],
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it follows from Ho lder’s inequality and (4.1) that
|
F"[0]
|T (‘)| d+<, for all T # J}(S). (4.2)
However, the converse to (4.1) is not clear. Indeed, we have
Theorem 4.1. For a non-negative Radon measure + on F"[0] and } # N,
the following are equivalent.
(1) + # L}(F)
(2) + satisfies
|
F"[0]
|e(x, ‘) &1| 2} d+(‘)<+, for all x # S, (4.3)
and there is a neighborhood V of 0 in V such that if x # V & Int(S) then for
some neighborhood U of 0 in V2
|
U
|
F"[0]
|e(x+x*, ‘) &e(2x+2y, ‘) | 2} d+(‘) dy<. (4.4)
The proof of Theorem 4.1 relies on the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. We consider the case }=1 and let + be a non-negative Radon
measure on F"[0] that satisfies (2) of Theorem 4.1. Then for some r>0, we
have
|
[‘ # F: |P1(‘)|r]
eRe(x, ‘) d+(‘)<, for all x # S. (4.5)
Proof. First consider a neighborhood V of 0 in V and assume that
x # V & Int(S). Thus there is a neighborhood U of 0 in V2 such that
x+ y # S of all y # U. Each ‘ # F can written as ‘1+i‘2 where ‘1 # V1
and ‘2 # V2 . Writing x=x1+x2 with x j=Pj x, j=1, 2, and setting
g( y, ‘) :=|E x+x*(‘)&E 2x+2y(‘)|2, y # U, ‘ # F,
we see that
g( y, ‘)=e2(x1 , ‘1) |1&ei(x2+ y, ‘2) | 2=2e2(x1, ‘1) Re(1&ei(x1+ y, ‘2)).
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Let [ej] j=1, ..., dim V2 be an orthonormal basis of V2 and for =>0 let U= be
the polydisc in V2 centered at x2 with radius =; that is,
U= :={v=x2+ :
dim V2
j=1
v jej : |vj |<== .
We choose = sufficiently small so that U=&x2 /V2 , and since + satisfies (2)
of Theorem 4.1, by taking = smaller if necessary, we may assume that
C+(x, =) :=|
U=
|
F"[0]
g( y, ‘) d+(‘) dy
=|
U=
|
F"[0]
|e(x+x*, ‘)&e(2x+2y, ‘) |2} d+(‘) dy<,
where |U= | denotes the Lebesgue volume of U= . On the other hand, if
(‘2 j) j denote the components of ‘2 with respect to the orthonormal basis
[ej] j=1, ..., dim V2 , then
1
|U= | |U= e
i(x2+ y, ‘2) dy=
1
|U= | |U=&x$2 e
i(t, ‘2) dt= ‘
dim V2
j=1
sin(2=‘2 j)
2=‘2 j
.
Therefore,
1
|U= | |U= (1&e
i(x2+ y, ‘2)) dy=1& ‘
dim V2
j=1
sin(2=‘2 j)
2=‘2 j
.
For ‘ # F, set
h=(‘) :=1& ‘
dim V2
j=1
sin(2=‘2 j)
3=‘2 j
.
Then we have both
0h=1 and lim
|‘2|  
h=(‘)=1,
and
|
F"[0]
e2(x1 , ‘1)h=(‘) d+(‘)
=|
F"[0]
e2(x1 , ‘1) |
U=
Re (1&e2i(x2+ y, ‘2)) dy d+(‘)
= 12 |
U=
|
F"[0]
g( y, ‘) d+(‘) dy
= 12C+(x, =)<.
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Let r>0 be chosen so that h=(‘)12 for |‘2 |r. Then
|
[‘ # F: |‘2|r]
e2(x1 , ‘1) d+r(‘)2 |
F"[0]
e2(x1 , ‘1)h=(‘) d+(‘)
C+(x, =)<,
showing that the lemma holds for x # Int(S). To prove the general case, let
x # S be an arbitrary point and choose a # Int(S) so that }a # V & Int(S).
Thus for some r>0 we have
|
[‘ # F: |‘2|r]
|e(}a, ‘) | d+(‘)<.
Setting d+r(‘) :=/[‘ # F: |‘2|r](‘) d+(‘), where /A denotes the characteristic
function of the subset A, we obtain
&E x&L2}(+r)&E x&E a&L2}(+)+&E a&L2}(+r) (by (4.3))<
for all x # S. In particular, we have +r(F"[0])<, so that by Ho lder’s
inequality we see that
|
F"[0]
|e(x, ‘) | d+r(‘)(+r(F"[0]))2}2}&1 &E x&L2}(+r)<. K
Lemma 4.3. If + satisfies (2) of Theorem 4.1 and x # S, then
|
[‘ # F: |P2(‘)|1]
|e(x, ‘) | d+(‘)<.
Proof. Since S has nonempty interior in V it follows that there is a
finite subset 4 of S such that [P1 x: x # 4] forms a basis of V1 . Therefore,
for any ‘1 # V1"[0], there is x # 4 that satisfies (P1x, ‘1) {0. Setting,
for ‘ # F,
F(‘) := :
x # 4
|e(x, ‘)&1|2},
it follows that for each ‘=‘1+i‘2 # F and x # S, we have
F(‘) :
x # 4
|e(P1x, ‘1)&1|2}>0
as long as ‘1 {0. We claim that
m := inf
|‘1|1
F(‘)>0.
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Indeed, if [‘&]& is a sequence of points in F that satisfies
|‘&1 |1 for all &, and lim
&  
F(‘&)=0,
then
lim
&  
(P1 x, ‘&1) =0, for all x # 4.
This implies that lim&   ‘&1=0 which is a contradiction. Since F is
+-integrable we have that
+([‘ # F: |‘1 |1])
1
m |F"[0] F(‘) d+(‘)<.
This shows that
&E x&L2(F & [ |‘1| 1], +) &E x&1&L2(F, +)+- +([‘ # F: |‘1 |1])<,
and by Ho lder’s inequality we see that
&E x&L2(F & [ |‘1|1], +)<. K
Proof of Theorem 4.1. That (1) implies (2) is not hard to see. To prove
the converse, assume that part (2) of the theorem holds. Then for x # S and
‘ # F we have
|e(x, ‘) &1||(x, ‘) | \1& :

j=2
|(x, ‘) | j&1
j! +

|(x, ‘) |
2
(2&e |(x, ‘) |).
This shows that if |‘|12(1+|x| ), then |(x, ‘) |12 and hence
|
[‘ # F: 0<|‘|12(1+|x| )]
|(x, ‘) |2} d+(‘)
2
2&- e |F"[0] |e
(x, ‘) &1|2} d+(‘)
<.
Therefore,
|
[‘ # F: 0<|‘| 1]
|(x, ‘) |2} d+(‘)<, for all x # S,
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and since S has nonempty interior in V this proves that (1.6) holds for +.
To prove that (1.5) holds for +, we shall proceed by induction on }.
For }=1, (1.5) follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. Assume that (1.5) for
any non-negative Radon measure + on F"[0] satisfying (2) of Theorem 4.1
as long as }}0 . Now if + satisfies (2) of Theorem 4.1 for }0+1 and s # S,
set
d+s(‘) :=|e(s, ‘)&1| 2 d+(‘).
Then for each T =T 1 } } } T 2}0 # J}0(S), with T j (0)=0, we have by Ho lder’s
inequality
&T &L1(+s) &T s&1&L2}0+2(+) &T &L}0+1}0(+)
&E s&1&L2}0+2(+) ‘
2}0
j=1
&T j&L2}0+2(+)<.
Taking T=(Ex&I )}0 (Ex*&I )}0 yields
|
F"[0]
|e(x, ‘)&1| 2} d+(‘)<,
showing that (4.3) holds for }0 . Now if x # Int(S) and U is a neighborhood
of 0 in V2 such that x+U/S, then taking T=(Ex+x*&E2x+ y)}0 (Ex+x*&
E2x*+ y*)}0, gives
|
F"[0]
|e(x+x*, ‘)&e(2x+ y, ‘) |2} d+s(‘)
&E s&1&2}+2L2}0+2(+) |
F"[0]
|e(x+x*, ‘) &e(2x+ y, ‘) | 2}+2 d+(‘),
for all y # U. This shows that (4.4) holds for }0 . Thus +s satisfies (2) of
Theorem 4.1 for }0 . The induction hypothesis implies that
|
[‘ # F: |‘|1]
|e(x, ‘) | |e(s, ‘) &1|2 d+(‘)=|
[‘ # F: |‘|1]
|e(x, ‘) | d+s(‘)<
for all x # S. This holds for any s # S. Now we fix x # S and consider the
measure
d*x(‘) :=/[ |‘|1] |e(x, ‘) | d+(‘).
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Then using the same reasoning as above it follows that *x satisfies (2) of
Theorem 4.1 for }=1 and hence
|
[‘ # F: |‘|1]
|e(x, ‘) | |e(s, ‘) | d+(‘)=|
[‘ # F: |‘|1]
|e(s, ‘) | d*x(‘)<,
for all x, s # S. This shows (1.5) holds for }0+1 and thereby completes the
proof. K
5. CONVOLUTION SEMIGROUPS
We shall keep the same notations as before. If + and & are two finite
Radon measures on F we define the convolution operation between these
two measures by
|
F
f d+ V & :=|
F
f (‘+’) d+(‘) d&(’) (5.1)
for all bounded continuous functions f on F. The convolution product + V &
is again a finite Radon measure on F.
A mapping t [ +t from [0, +[ into the space of all finite non-negative
Radon measures on F is called a convolution semigroup on F if it is
vaguely continuous and satisfies
+0=$0 , and +s+t=+s V +t , for all s, t0.
We denote by M(S) the convex cone of all F-moment functions . on S,
these are functions on S of the form
.(x)=(L+)(x)=|
F
e(x, ‘) d+(‘), x # S,
where + is an element of the convex cone L0(F) of all non-negative Radon
measures on F having moments of any order.
A function : S  C is said to generate an F-moment semigroup on S if
for each t0, the function et is an element of M(S). Such objects have
been studied earlier in the context of the discrete moment problem by
[BC, Be2, Bu1, Bu3, Y3].
In the present section we shall establish the following
Theorem 5.1. Let (+t)t0 be a convolution semigroup such that +t # L0(F)
and L+t is continuous on S for all t0. If t [ +t is continuous at 0 with
respect to the weak topology associated to the V-algebra E(S), then there are
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a continuous hermitian function : S  C and a Le vy measure + # L1(F) such
that
lim
t  0
+t
t
=+ vaguely on F"[0], (5.2)
(T)(x)=(T)(0)+|
F"[0]
T (‘)(e(x, ‘)&1) d+(‘) (5.3)
for all T # G1(S) and x # S.
Lemma 5.2. If +, & # L0(F) are two finite non-negative Radon measures
that satisfy
|
F
e(x, ‘) d+(‘)=|
F
e(x, ‘) d&(‘) for all x # S,
then +=&.
Proof. Let D=Int(co(S1))+iV1 . Then, in view of Theorem 3.5, both
functions
F(z) :=|
F
e(z, ‘) d+(‘) and G(z) :=|
F
e(z, ‘) d&(‘),
are well-defined and continuous on Int(co(S1))+V2+iV1 . In addition,
for each fixed y # V2 , the functions F( } + y) and G( } + y) are holomorphic
on D and satisfy F=G on S. If y # V2 is fixed, then by Lemma 3.2, the set
Ay :=[x1 # P1(Int(S)): x1+ y # Int(S)]
contains some nonempty open subset U1 of V1 . Since F( } + y)=G( } + y)
on U1 it follows that
F(z+ y)=G(z+ y), for all z # D,
showing that F=G on Int(co(S1)+V2+iV1 . In particular, if x1 #
Int(co(S1), then we have
|
F
e(x+iu, ‘1) ei( y, ‘2) d+(‘)
=|
F
e(x+iu, ‘1)ei( y, ‘2) d&(‘), for all u # V1 , y # V2 .
By the injectivity of the classical Fourier transform, this shows that
e(x, ‘1) d+(‘)=e(x, ‘1) d&(‘), showing that +=&. K
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Theorem 5.3. Suppose that L0(F) is furnished with the weak topology
associated with the V-algebra E(S) and that M(F) is furnished with the pointwise
convergence topology. Then the generalized FourierLaplace transform
+ [ (L+)(x)=|
F
e(x, ‘) d+(‘), # S
is a homeomorphism from L0(F) onto M(S).
Proof. That the mapping + [ L+ is one-to-one follows from Lemma 5.2.
That the mapping L is continuous and onto follows from Lemma 3.4. It
suffices to establish that the inverse mapping of L is continuous. In view of
Lemma 3.4 this follows from a compactness argument similar to that used
in the proof of Theorem 4.2.11 in [BCR, p. 97]. K
Lemma 5.4. For a convolution semigroup t [ +t , the following are
equivalent.
(1) For each x # S, there is t0(x)>0 such that
sup
tt0(x)
|
F
e(x+x*, ‘) d+t(‘)=: M(x)<.
(2) The mapping t [ +t is continuous with respect to the weak topology
on L0(F) associated with the V-algebra E(S).
Proof. That (2) implies (1) is clear. To prove the converse, suppose that
(1) holds. By Lemma 3.4 we see that the mapping t [ +t is both weakly
continuous at t=0 and continuous at t=0 with respect to the weak topology
on L0(F) associated with the V -algebra E(S). If we set
d&t(‘) :=e(x1, ‘1) d+t(‘), t0,
then we obtain that t [ &t is a convolution semigroup which is continuous
at 0 with respect the weak topology. By a result of [Bi] it follows that
t [ &t is weakly continuous, showing that t [ e(x, ‘) d+t(‘) is weakly
continuous. K
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Suppose that (t)t0 is an F-moment semigroup
associated with the convolution semigroup t [ +t . Let M :=Int(co(S1))+
V2+iV1 . Then for each t0, the function
Ft(z) :=|
F
e(z, ‘) d+t(‘)
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is well-defined on the tube T(S) and is a continuous CauchyRiemann
function on its interior M. In addition, we have Fs+t(z)=Fs(z) Ft(z) for all
s, t0 and z # T(S). Since limt  0 Ft(z)=1, it follows that Ft(z){0 for
all z # T(S). Therefore, there is a function : T(S)  C such that  is a
continuous CauchyRiemann function on its interior M and satisfies
Ft(z)=et(z), for all z # T(S).
By Schoenberg’s theorem, the function & is negative definite on S. Since
L+t=et is continuous on S for all t0, it follows that  is also
continuous on S.
A compactness argument shows that for each T # G1(S), there is a unique
measure +T # L0(F) such that
(T)(x)=|
F
e(x, ‘) d+T (‘), x # S.
Furthermore, for all x # S we have
(L+T)(x)=(T)(x)=lim
t  0
T(et(x)&1)
t
= lim
t  0
Tet(x)
t
= lim
t  0 |F e
(x, ‘) e(x, ‘) T (‘)
d+t
t
(‘).
Theorem 5.3 implies that
lim
t  0
T (‘)
d+t
t
(‘)=d+T (‘), vaguely. (5.4)
Set
UT :=[‘ # F: T (‘){0].
If R, T # G}(S), then we have
(RT)(x)=|
F
e(x, ‘) R (‘) d+T (‘)=|
F
e(x, ‘) T (‘) d+R(‘), x # S.
By Lemma 5.2 we see that
T (‘) d+R(‘)=R (‘) d+T (‘), on the open set URT=UR & UT .
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and hence
+T
T }UT =
+R
T }UR , on UR & UT .
This shows that there is a unique Radon measure + on T # G1(S) UT=F"[0]
that satisfies +=+T T |UT . It remains to show that +t t converges to +
vaguely on F"[0] as t  0+. Let . be a compactly supported continuous
function on F"[0]. Then there is T # G1(S) such that T (‘)>0, for all ‘ # supp ..
Therefore we have
d+T (‘)=T (‘) d+(‘)+d&T (‘), where supp &T [‘: T (‘)=0].
In view of (5.4), if f =.T , then
lim
t  0 |F"[0] .(‘)
d+t
t
(‘)=|
F"[0]
f (‘) T (‘)
d+t
t
(‘)=|
F"[0]
f (‘) d+T (‘)
=|
F"[0]
f (‘) T (‘) d+T (‘)=|
F"[0]
.(‘) d+(‘).
This completes the proof. K
6. LE VYKHINTCHINE TYPE FORMULAS
As in the previous section we shall let (S, +, V , 0) be a conelike
semigroup in V and use the same notations as before.
Lemma 6.1. Let m # N and T=T1 , ..., Tm where T1 , ..., Tm are elements
of A(S) that satisfy T 1(0)= } } } T m(0)=0. Then the equality
(T, xl) =0.
holds for all l # Nn0 with |l |<m. In particular, for every polynomial | with
n-variables whose total degree does not exceed m&1, we have
(T, |) =0.
Proof. There is a finite sequence 4S and complex numbers
[cjs]s # 4, 1 jm , such that
Tj= :
s # 4
c jsE js .
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It follows that
:
s # 4
c js=0 for all j=1, ..., m
so that
(T, xl) =(T1 } } } Tm , x l)
= :
s1, ..., sm # 4
c1s1 } } } cmsm(s1+ } } } +sm)
l
=0.
This completes the proof of the lemma. K
Next, set for m # N0 and x # S
2x :=Ex&I
2mx :=2x } } } 2x
m times
.
Lemma 6.2. If m # N, then a continuous function |: S  C satisfies the
functional equation
2m+1x |#0 (6.1)
for all x # S if and only if it is a polynomial with n-variables whose total
degree is at most m.
Proof. First we prove the ‘‘only if ’’-part. If | satisfies (1), then it
follows from Theorem 3 of Djokovic [Dj] and its proof that | is has the
form
|(x)= :
m
j=1
Aj (x, ..., x), for x # S
where each Aj : S j  C is symmetric and both additive and continuous in
each variable. In view of Lemma 3.2 each continuous additive function
h: S  C is of the form h(x)=(x, ‘) for some ‘ # W, showing that each
Aj is a polynomial in the variable x of degree at most j and thus | is a
polynomial in the variable x of degree at most m. To prove the ‘‘if ’’-part,
observe by Lemma 6.1 that if | is a polynomial in the variable x with total
degree at most m, then the equality
2x1 } } } 2xm |#0
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holds for all x1 , ..., xm # S. This is so because 2x1 } } } 2xm |=T|, where
T=(Ex1&I ) } } } (Exm&I ) # A(S).
In particular if x1= } } } =xm=x then we get equality (6.1). K
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of Theorem C.
Lemma 6.3. If + # L}(F), then the function
(z) :=+(z)=|
F"[0] _e(z, ‘) & :
2}&1
j=0 \
(z, ‘)
1+|‘|2}+
j
& d+(‘)
is a continuous CauchyRiemann function on the tube domain Int(co(S1))+
iV1 V2 in W1 V2 . Moreover,  is continuous on S if and only if it is
locally bounded on S.
Proof. We write  in the form
(z)=1(z)&2(z)+3(z), (6.2)
where,
1(z) :=|
[‘ # F: |‘|>1]
e(z, ‘) d+(‘),
2(z) := :
2}&1
j=0
|
[‘ # F: |‘|>1] \
(z, ‘)
1+|‘| 2}+
j
d+(‘),
3(z) :=|
[‘ # F: 0<|‘|1] _e(z, ‘)& :
2}&1
j=0 \
(z, ‘)
1+|‘|2}+
j
& d+(‘).
Since + # L}(F), the hypothesis of the lemma implies that the functions 2
and 3 are holomorphic functions on W. Since 1=L& where & is the
element of L0(F) defined by d&(‘) :=/[ |‘|>1](‘) d+(‘), the lemma follows
from part (i) of Theorem 3.5. K
Theorem 6.4. Assume that 0 # Int(S) and } # N. Let + be a non-negative
Radon measure on F"[0] that satisfies
|
F"[0] } e(x, ‘)& :
2}&1
j=0
1
j ! \
(x, ‘)
1+|‘|2}+
j
} d+(‘)<, for all x # S.
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Then the function
+(z) :=|
F"[0] _e(z, ‘) & :
2}
j=0
1
j ! \
(z, ‘)
1+|‘|2}+
j
& d+(‘)
is a continuous CauchyRiemann function on the tube domain Int(co(S1))+
iV1 V2 in W1 V2 . In addition,  is continuous on S if and only if it is
locally bounded on S.
Furthermore, the following are equivalent.
(1) + : S  C is exponentially bounded.
(2) for each x # S, we have
M(x) := sup
‘ # supp(+)
Re((x, ‘) )<+.
Proof. To prove the first statement, note, by Lemma 6.1, that if T # A(S)
satisfies T (0)=0 then
((TT*)} +)(0)=|
F"[0]
|T | 2} (‘) d+(‘).
Taking T=E x , x # S, guarantees that + satisfies (4.1).
Let U be a neighborhood of 0 in V such that + is bounded on U & S.
Choose a neighborhood U} of 0 in V that satisfies
U}=U*} and U}+ } } } +U}
2} times
/U.
Let x # U} & Int(S) then there is a neighborhood V of 0 in V2 such that
x+V/U} & Int(S). In particular, if y # V with x+x* # (U}+U}) & Int(S)
and 2x+2y # (U}+U}) & Int(S), then setting T :=Ex+x*&E2x+2y yields
that
|
F"[0]
|e(x+x*, ‘)&e(2x+2y, ‘) | 2} (‘) d+(‘)
=(((Ex+x*&E2x+2y)(Ex+x*&E2x+2y)*)} +)(0)
= :
}
j, l=1
(&1)2}& j&l \}j +\
}
l + .+(s jl)
where
sjl :=( j+l )(x+x*)+(2}& j)(2x+2y)+(2}&l )(2x*&2y) # U & S.
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Since + is bounded on U & S, this implies that + satisfies (4.2), and hence
+ # L}(F). In view of Lemma 6.3 we see that the first statement of the
theorem follows.
Now we prove the equivalence between (1) and (2). Suppose that +
is bounded with respect to an absolute value #: S  C. Therefore, for
each T # G}(S), the function TT*+ is also #-bounded and by virtue of
Lemma 6.1 we have that
(TT*+)(x)=(L+T)(x), x # S, where d+T (‘) :=|T |2(‘) d+(‘).
By a result of BergMaserick [BM] we see that supp +T F# . Since
supp + .
T # G}(S)
supp +T F# ,
we see that part (2) of the theorem holds. Conversely, suppose that part (2)
of the theorem holds. As in the proof of Lemma 6.3 we write  :=+ in the
form (6.2) and thus  is exponentially bounded on S if and only if the
functions
1(x) :=|
[‘ # F: |‘|>1]
e(x, ‘) d+(‘),
2(x) := :
2}&1
j=0
|
[‘ # F: |‘|>1] \
(x, ‘)
1+|‘| 2}+
j
d+(‘),
3 :=|
[‘ # F: 0<|‘|1] _e(x, ‘) & :
2}&1
j=0 \
(x, ‘)
1+|!|2}+
j
& d+(‘)
are exponentially bounded on S. Setting
#(x) := sup
‘ # supp +
Re(x, ‘) , x # S,
the hypothesis (2) of the theorem implies that 1 is #-bounded. A little
computing using expansions in power series shows that
|e(x, ‘)&e(x, ‘)(1+|‘|2})||‘|2} e2 |x|, for all x # S and |‘|1,
} e(x, ‘)1+|‘|2}& :
2}&1
j=0
1
j ! \
(x, ‘)
1+|‘| 2}+
j
}|‘|2} e |x|, for all x # S and |‘|1.
This implies that
} e(x, ‘)& :
2}&1
j=0
1
j ! \
(x, ‘)
1+|‘|2}+
j
}|‘|2} e2 |x|, for all x # S and |‘|1,
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showing that 2 is bounded with respect to the absolute value x [ e2 |x|.
Since t je& j+ jt for all t0, it follows that
|3(x)|e(2}&1) |x| :
2}&1
j=0
1
j ! |[‘ # F: |‘|>1]
|‘| j
(1+|‘|2}) j
d+(‘), for all x # S
showing that 3 is bounded with respect t the absolute value x [ e(e}&1) |x|.
The proof of Theorem C is now complete. K
The proof of Theorem C requires the following result, which is the
analogue of Haviland’s criterion [Ha] in the case of the multidimensional
moment problem.
Theorem 6.5. Suppose 8: E(S)  C is a C-linear functional which is
positive in the sense that
f # E(S) and f 0 on F O 8( f )0.
Then there is a non-negative Radon + # L0(F) such that
8( f )=|
F
f (‘) d+(‘), for all f # E(S).
In addition, the measure + is uniquely determined by 8.
Proof. First note that the vector space E(S) is spanned by the cone of
its non-negative elements. We shall denote by E(S)
t
the vector space
consisting of all those Borel measurable functions f: F  C for which there
is an element g # E(S) such that
| f |g on F.
Since 8 is positive on E(S) it follows from the HahnBanach theorem that
8 can be extended to a C-linear functional (denoted again by 8) on E(S)
which satisfies for each real valued element of E(S)
t
8( f )=sup [8(g): g f, g # E(S)].
In particular, 8 is positive on E(S)
t
.
Fix a # Int(S) and let a1 be the projection of a onto the subspace V1 .
Suppose that a1 {0 and let L be the real subspace of V1 spanned by a1 and
let H denote the orthogonal complement of L in V1 . Thus we have the
following decomposition
F=V1  iV2=LH iV2 .
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Now fix a non-negative bounded Borel measurable function f on H iV2
and let E(S)
t
f denote the vector space of all those Borel measurable functions
g: L  C such that
( fg)(‘) :=g(’) g(‘$) # E(S)
t
,
where ‘=’+‘$, with ’ # L and ‘$ # H iV2 .
Define the linear functional 8f : E(S)
t
f  C by
8f (g) :=8( fg), g # E(S)
t
f .
Clearly 8f is a positive linear functional on E(S)
t
f . Since the latter space
contains the space Cb(L) of all bounded continuous functions of L, it
follows from the Riesz representation theorem that there is a unique non-
negative Radon measure +f on L such that
8f (g)=|
L
g(’) d+f (’), for all g # C0(L)
8f (g)|
L
g(’) d+f (’), for all g # E(S)
t
f with g0 on L.
Now by uniqueness of the representing measure +f corresponding to each
f # E(S)
t
we see that
+tf=t+f and +f +f $=+f++f $
for all t0 and f, f $ # E(S)
t
with f, f $0 on L. Set
+f :=+f1++f2 whenever f =f1& f2 ,
where f1 , f2 # E(S)
t
with f1 , f20 on L. Then we see that the mapping
f [ +f is well-defined and R-linear from the subspace of real valued members
of E(S)
t
into the space M(L) of all finite Radon measures on L. We extend
linearly this mapping to the whole space E(S)
t
by setting
+f :=+f1+i+f2 whenever f =f1+if2 ,
where f1 , f2 are real valued elements of E(S)
t
. Since for each t{0 we have
lim
|’|  
et(a, ’)
1+e2t(a, ’)
=0,
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it follows that
8(et(a, } )  f )=|
L
et(a, ’) d+f (’),
as long as t{0 and both functions et(a, } ) and e2t(a, } ) are in E(S)
t
f . Let
G :=H iV2 and let G be the compact space of all bounds semicharacters
with respect to the group structure on G. Denote by G c the subset of all
elements of G which are continuous on G. In view of Theorem A in [Y1]
we see that G c is a Borel subset of G . If A is a fixed Borel subset of L, the
mapping .A : G  C defined by
.A( y) :=+e(y, } )(A), y # G
is positive definite and bounded. Thus there is a unique non-negative radon
measure +(A, } ) on G such that
.A( y)=|
G
*( y) d+(A, *), y # G.
The mapping +( } , } ) is a Radon bimeasure on L_G . By Theorem 2.1.10 in
[BCR] it follows that + is induced by a unique Radon measure (denoted
again by +) on L_G . Thus we have
8(et(a, } )e( y, } ))=|
L_G
et(a, ’)*( y) d+(’, *).
The restriction +1 of + to L_G c defines a Radon measure on F. We shall
set +2 :=+&+1 . Therefore we have
8(e(ta+ y, } ))=|
F
e(ta+ y, ‘) d+1(‘)+|
L_(G "G c)
e(ta, ‘)*( y) d+2(’, *)
for all t # R and y # G. Fix x # Int(S) of the form x=ta+b where t{0 and
b # G. Set, for y # G,
.( y) :=8(e(x+x*+ y, } ))&(L+1)(x+x*+ y)
=|
L_(G "G c )
e(t(a+a*), ’)*(b+b*+ y) d+2(’, *)
=|
G "G c
*(b+b*+ y) d&(*), where
d&(*) :=|
L_(G "G c)
e(t(a+a*), ’) d+2(’, *).
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It follows that . is a positive definite function on G and . is continuous
0. Therefore &=0, and thus +2=0. This shows that
8(e(x, } ))=(L+1)(x), for all x # Int(S).
Now note if x0 # S is arbitrary, then we have
sup
|x&x0|<=
|
F
e(x+x*, ‘) d+1(‘) sup
|x&x0|<=
8(e(x+x*, } )) :=M=<
for = sufficiently small. By Lemma 6.3 we see that the function L+1 is
continuous on S and since 0 # Int(S) we obtain that
8(e(x, } ))=(L+1)(x), for all x # S. K
Lemma 6.6. Let : S  C be a hermitian function with locally bounded
real part such that there is a convolution (+t)t0 on F that satisfies
L+t=et, for all t0.
Then  admits a Le vyKhinchin decomposition
(x)=(0)+(x, a) +|(x)+|
F"[0] _e(x, ‘)&1&
(x, ‘)
1+|‘|2& d+(‘) (6.3)
where + # L1(F), is a Le vy measure, a is an element of | is a quadratic form
on V that satisfies
et|=L&t , &t # L0(F).
In addition, the triple (a, |, +) is uniquely determined by . Furthermore, 
must be continuous on S and has a unique continuous CauchyRiemann
extension to the interior in W1 V2 of the tube T(S) :=co(S1)+iV1 V2 .
Proof. Since the real part of  is locally bounded on S it follows from
Theorem 3.5 that L+t is continuous on S for all t0, showing that  is
continuous on S. In view of Theorem 5.1 there is a Le vy measure + # L1(F)
such that
T=|
F"[0]
T d+, for all T # G1(S).
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By virtue of Lemma 6.2 there is a polynomial |0 of total degree at most 2
such that
(x)=|0(x)+|
F"[0] _e(x, ‘) &1&
(x, ‘)
1+|‘|2& d+(‘), x # S.
Setting |0(x)=:+(x, a) +|(x) where : # C, a # W and | is a homo-
geneous polynomial of degree 2, then we see immediately that :=(0) and
we have
(x)=(0)+(x, a) +|(x)+|
F"[0] _e(x, ‘)&1&
(x, ‘)
1+|‘| 2& d+(‘), (6.4)
for all x # S. First we prove that the vector a is an element of F. Let (ej)nj=1
be an orthonormal basis of V1 and let f be a continuous function on a
neighborhood in W1 V2 of a point w=z+t with z=nj=1 zj ej # W1
with zj # C for j=1, ..., n and t # V2 . If f (z+t) is holomorphic in the
variable z # W1 , then we write
({1 f )(z+t) := :
n
j=1
f
zj
(z+t) ej .
In view of Theorem 6.4 we see that  extends to a continuous Cauchy
Riemann function on the interior in W1 V2 of tube domain T(S). Thus
if b # Int(S), then (b+ } ) is holomorphic in some neighborhood of 0 in W1 .
Due to the continuity of  and Lemma 5.4 we see that t [ +t is continuous
with respect to the weak topology on L0(F) associated with the V-algebra
E(S). Observe that if x # S, then |(P1x, ‘) |(1+e(x+x*, ‘)) for all ‘ # F.
Therefore,
lim
t  0 |F e
(b, ‘)(P1x, ‘) d+t(‘)=0.
Therefore, if ’ # S1=P1S, then
({1(b), ’) =lim
t  0
et(b)({1(b), ’)
=lim
t  0
d
ds
et(b+s’)| s=0
=lim
t  0 |F e
(b, ‘)(’, ‘) d+t(‘)=0.
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Since the complex linear space of S1 is W1 it follows that ({1(b), ’)=0,
for all ’ # W1 . On the other hand, using formula (6.4) we obtain that
for ’ # V1 ,
({1(b), ’) =( ({1|)(b), ’)
+|
F"[0]
(’, ‘) _e(b, ‘)& 11+|‘| 2& d+(‘)
and thus
(’, a) +(’, ({1|)(b)) =&|
F"[0]
(’, ‘) _e(b, ‘)& 11+|‘| 2& d+(‘)
for all b # Int(S). Since 0 # Int(S) and limb  0({1|)(b)=0 we obtain that
(’, a) =&|
F"[0]
(’, ‘)
|‘| 2
1+|‘|2
d+(‘) (6.5)
for all ’ # V. By holomorphic continuation we see that (6.5) holds for
all ’ # W1 . Writing a=a1+ia2 with a j # W j , j=1, 2 we obtain from (6.5)
that
a1=&|
F"[0]
‘1
|‘| 2
1+|‘|2
d+(‘) # V1 . (6.6)
Using the fact that  is hermitian and (6.4), we obtain that
0=(x)&(x*)=(x, a) &(x*, a)+|(x)&|(x*)
for all x # S. Since | is 2-homogeneous we see that
1
k
((x, a) &(x*, a) )+|(x)&|(x*)=0
for all positive integers k. This shows that | is hermitian and thus
(x, a)&(x*, a)=0, for all x # S.
The latter equality, combined with (6.6), gives that (a2+a2 , P2x) =0 for
all x # S, showing that a2 # iV2 . Finally, a=a1+a2 # F.
Next we consider the 2-homogeneous polynomial |: S  C. Then by
virtue of Lemma 6.1 it is easy to see that | satisfies the functional equation
(9) of Buchwalter [Bu2]. Since S&S=V, it follows from Theorems 5 and
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7 of Buchwalter [Bu2] that there are three bilinear forms Lj : Vj_Vj  R,
j=1, 3, and L2 : V1 _V2  R is that
|(x)=L1(x+x*, x+x*)&2iL2(x+x*, x&x*)
+L2(x&x*, x&x*), x # S,
and
L1(v1 , v1)+2L2(v1 , v2)+L2(v2 , v2)0, for all vj # V j , j=1, 2.
(6.7)
Then there are three linear operators Aj : Vj  Vj , j=1, 3 and A2 : V1  V2
via the correspondence Lj (u, v)=(Aju, v). Consider now the endomorphism
defined on V=V1 V2 by
A=_A1A2
A2*
A3 & ,
where A2* is the adjoint of A2 with respect to the inner product ( } , } ). By
virtue of (6.7) we see that the quadratic form
Q(v) :=(Av, v) , v # V
is positive definite. For ‘=‘1+i‘2 , ‘1 # V1 , ‘2 # V2 consider the linear
isomorphism B(‘) :=‘1&‘2 from F onto V and let B$ be the inverse of the
adjoint of B with respect to the inner product ( } , } ) . Since Q b B$ is also
positive definite on V, the function e&(12) Q is the characteristic function of
some Gaussian measure & on V, that is,
e&12(Q b B$)(v)=|
V
ei(v, ’) d&(’), v # V.
This shows that
et2(Q b B$)(v)=|
V
et(v, ’) d&(’), v # V, t0.
But for x # S, we have |(x)=Q(P1x+iP2x). Thus, if &B denotes the image
measure of & under B, then we obtain
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e(t2) |(x)=et(12)(Q b B$)((B$)&1(P1x+iP2x))=|
V
et( (B$)&1 (P1x+iP2x), ’) d&(‘)
=|
F
et( (B$)&1 (P1x+iP2x), B‘) d&B(‘)=|
F
et(P1x+iP2x, ‘) d&B(‘).
This completes the proof of the lemma. K
Lemma 6.7. If + # L1(F) and
(x) :=|
F _e(x, ‘) &1&
(x, ‘)
1+|‘|2& d+(‘)
then there is a convolution semigroup (&t)t0 such that
et=L&t , for all t0.
Proof. For each =>0, denote by += the restriction of + to the compact
subset F= :=[‘ # F: =|‘|1=] of F and set
1=(x) :=|
F=
[e(x, ‘)&1] d+(‘)
2=(x) :=&|
F=
(x, ‘)
1+|‘|2
d+(‘)
=(x) :=1=(x)+2=(x), x # S.
Since the vector
a :=&|
F=
‘
1+|‘| 2
d+(‘)
is an element of F it follows that the function
et2=(x)=et(x, a)=(L$ta)(x), x # S, t0.
On the other hand, we have
et1=(x)=(L&t, =)(x), x # S, t0, where
&t, = :=e&t+=(F=) :

j=0
t j
j !
+* j= , with +*
j
= =+= V } } } V += , j times.
This shows that the lemma holds for = . Since lim=  0=(x)=(x) for all
x # S, Theorem 5.3 shows that the lemma holds for . K
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Proof of Theorem C. Suppose that (1) of Theorem C holds. By Lemma
5.2 we see that for each t0, the measure +t is unique. By Theorem 5.3 we
conclude that t [ +t is a convolution semigroup with is continuous with
respect to weak topology associated with the V -algebra E(S). Part (2) of
Theorem C now becomes a consequence of Lemma 6.6.
Conversely, assume that part (2) of Theorem C holds. Let (a, |, +) be
the unique triple associated to  via (1.7), and for each t0 let _t be
the non-negative Radon measure on F that satisfies et|=L_t . In view of
Lemma 6.7 for each t0 there is a unique &t the non-negative Radon
measure on F that satisfies
L&t=et(F"[0] [e
(x, ‘) &1&(x, ‘)1+|‘|2] d+(‘)).
Setting +t :=et(0)$ta V _t V &t , yields et=L+t for all t0, and thus (1) of
the theorem follows. K
Proof of Theorem D. Suppose that (1) of Theorem D holds. For each
P # A(S) with P 0 on F, the function 8P : E(S)  C defined by
8P( f ) :=(P( f))(0)=(PT)(0), for f =T , T # A(S).
It follows that 8P is positive so that by Theorem 6.5 there exists a unique
measure +P # L0(F) such that
8P( f )=|
F
f d+P , for all f # E(S).
In particular, we have
(P)(x)=|
F
e(x, ‘) d+P(‘), for all x # S.
Using arguments similar to those of the proof of Theorem 5.1 we construct
a unique Radon measure that satisfies
+P=+P([0]) $0+P + , for all f # G}(S).
This shows that
|
F"[0]
P d+=(P)(0)&+P([0])(P)(0)
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so that from Theorem 4.1 and the continuity of  we obtain that + # L}(F).
Set
|(x) :=(x)&|
F"[0] _e(x, ‘)& :
2}&1
j=0
1
j ! \
(x, ‘)
1+|‘|2}+
j
& d+(‘), x # S.
By virtue of Lemma 6.1 we see that for P # G}(S), we have
(P|)(x)=(P)(x)&|
F
e(x, ‘)P (‘) d+(‘)
=|
F
e(x, ‘) d+P(‘)&|
F"[0]
e(x, ‘)P (‘) d+(‘)=+P([0]).
This shows that | is a continuous function on S that satisfies the functional
equation (6.1) with m=2}+1. Lemma 6.2 implies that | is a polynomial with
degree at most 2}. If |2} is the 2}-homogeneous term, then by Lemma 6.1 we
have
(P|)(x)=(P|2})(x)=+P([0])0, for all P # G}(S).
This shows that (2) of the theorem holds. The converse is an immediate
consequence of Lemma 6.1. Finally, if  has integral representation of the
form (1.9), then in view of Theorem 6.4 we see that  has a CR-extension
to the interior of the tube T(S). K
Proof of Theorem E. That (2) implies (1) is a consequence of
Lemma 6.1, Theorem 6.4 and the fact that every polynomial is exponen-
tially bounded on S. That (1) implies (2) follows from Theorem D and
Theorem 6.4. K
Proof of Theorem F. The hypothesis of the theorem, combined with
Theorem E, implies that the function f (z0+ } ): S  C has an integral
representation of the form
f (z0+x)= f (z0)+|(x)+|
F"[0] _e(x, ‘)& :
2}&1
j=0
1
j ! \
(x, ‘)
1+|‘| 2}+
j
& d+(‘)
where the pair (|, +) is as in Theorem E. We write f (z0+x)=1(x)
+2(x), where
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1(z) :=f (z0)+|(z)+|
[‘ # F: 0<|‘|<1] _e(z, ‘) & :
2}&1
j=0
1
j ! \
(z, ‘)
1+|‘|2}+
j
& d+(‘)
&|
[‘ # F: |‘| 1] _ :
2}&1
j=0
1
j ! \
(z, ‘)
1+|‘|2}+
j
& d+(‘)
2(z) :=|
[! # F: |‘|1]
e(z, ‘) d+(‘).
Since the measure + satisfies (1.11) and (1.12) it follows that the function
1 is an entire function on W and exponentially bounded on S. Therefore
the function g(z) :=f (z)&1(z&z0) is defined on 0 _ (z0+S) and holo-
morphic on 0. In addition, we have
g(z0+x)= f (z0+x)&1(x)=2(x), for all x # S,
showing that g(z0+ } ): S  C is positive definite and hence conditions (1)
and (2) of Theorem B are satisfied for g. Let # be an absolute value on S
with respect to which g( } +z0): S  C is bounded. In view of Theorem B
we see that g extends to T(S) and the extension is given by
G(z)=|
[‘ # F: |‘|1]
e(z&z0 , ‘) d+(‘).
This shows that
F(z)=g(z)+1(z&z0)
=f (z0)+|(z&z0)+|
F"[0] _e(z&z0 , ‘)& :
2}&1
j=0
1
j ! \
(z&z0 , ‘)
1+|‘|2} +
j
& d+(‘).
This completes the proof. K
7. FURTHER APPLICATIONS AND REMARKS
Throughout this section we consider a locally compact abelian group
(G, +, e) and let (S, +, e) be a topological subsemigroup of (G, +, e)
endowed with a continuous involution *. We assume that e # Int(S) and e
has a countable basis of neighborhoods in S.
Recall [BCR, p. 123] that a nonempty subset { of the V -algebra A(S)
is called admissible if
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(i) T # { O T* # {,
(ii) I&T # alg span+({), for all T # {,
(iii) alg span({)=A(S),
where alg span({) (resp. alg span+({)) denotes the set of linear combina-
tions j tjTj where each tj is a scalar (resp. tj0) and each Tj is a finite
product of elements of {.
Let { be admissible subset of the V-algebra A(S). A function .: S  C
is said to be {-positive if (T.)(0)0, for all T # {. It is known [Ma, BCR]
that the set S*({) of all {-positive semicharacters if compact under the
pointwise convergence topology on S. Denote by 1({) the completely regular
topological space of all {-positive semicharacters on (S, +, e, V ) which are
continuous at e.
Applying Theorem A and the theory of {-positive functions on semigroups
[Ma, BCR], we obtain the following:
Proposition 7.1. Let { be admissible subset of the V -algebra A(S). If
.: S  C is a {-positive function then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) . is continuous on S.
(2) The restriction of . to the semigroup [e] _ Int(S) is continuous.
(3) There is non-negative Radon measure + on 1({) such that
.(s)=|
1({)
*(s) d+(*), s # S.
Corollary 7.1 below gives a characterization of completely monotone
functions on S (compare with [Nu]).
If S is furnished with the identical involution then { :=[Ex , I&Ex , x # S]
is an admissible subset of the V-algebra A(S). We recall that a function
.: S  R is completely monotone if . is [Ex , I&Ex , x # S]-positive. See
[BCR]. In particular, a semicharacter * on S is completely monotone if
0*(x)1 for all x # S. We denote by 10 the set of all continuous such
semicharacters. Therefore, in view of Proposition 7.1 and the proof of
Lemma 3.1 in [Y1] we obtain
Corollary 7.2. Let .: S  R be a completely monotone function. Then
the following statements are equivalent.
(1) . is continuous on S.
(2) The restriction of . to the semigroup [e] _ Int(S) is continuous.
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(3) There is non-negative Radon measure + on T0 such that
.(x)=|
10
*(x) d+(*), x # S.
To close this section, we shall prove Remarks 1.1 and 1.2. Let S be a
convex cone in a finite dimensional vector space V equipped with the identical
involution and consider the open convex cone H :=Int(S). If .0 : H  R is
a continuous positive definite on H, that is,
:
j, k
cjck.0(xj+xk)0, for all finite families (cj) in C and (xj) in S,
then there is a unique Radon measure on V such that
.0(x)=|
V
e(x, y) d+( y), x # H. (7.1)
Now if .: S  C is a continuous positive definite function on S and .0
denotes its restriction to H, then by virtue of Lemma 3.4 we obtain that
.(x)=|
V
e(x, y) d+( y), x # S, (7.2)
where + is the unique measure associated to .0 via (7.1). Remark 1.2
follows directly from (7.2) and Remark 1.1 is a consequence of (7.2) of
Schoenberg’s theorem. K
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